Community Governance Review Consultation – Emails received

Date
From
15.03.22

Subject
Got your letter about Grantham having a town
council. Frankly, it means nothing to me.
As far as I’m concerned, it’s just ANOTHER layer
of HIGHLY, HIGHLY, OVERPAID BUREAUCRACY.
And a town council won’t affect anything “I” do.
What DOES affect me is something I’ve told
Gareth Davies THREE TIMES ( the MP for this
area ) : he told me he’s contacted the Chief
Inspector and is waiting for a reply.
THAT was LAST YEAR.
What I contacted Mr Davies about is these PESTS
and NUISANCES with their DELIBERATELY LOUD
BACKFIRING exhausts that goes on EVERY DAY
AND NIGHT.
I live in Grantham High Street
and have done since April 2012.
The reason Mr Davies HASN’T done anything
about it is ( in MY opinion ) : Mr Davies lives in a
“nice quiet area” - so HE doesn’t have to
ENDURE what “I” have to listen to EVERY DAY
AND NIGHT.
And now I hear on the news that MPs are getting
a pay rise : an extra £2,200 a year to bring their
pay to more than £84,000. WHAT A
FARCE...............!!!
I KNOW it’s an independent committee that
decides how much an MP should get paid.

Suggested response
Dear Mr
Thank you for responding to the
Community Governance Review
Consultation, and your views on the
creation of a town council for
Grantham.
I’m sorry to hear that you are
experiencing some issues with vehicle
noise outside your property. If you
haven’t already done so, we would
advise you to report the issue to the
Police by ringing their non-emergency
telephone number 101. You will then
be given an incident number which
will enable the police to track your
complaint.
I hope this helps and would like to
thank you once more for responding
to the consultation.
Kind regards

Action

17.03.22

That committee should be DISBANDED - and the
PUBLIC should decide how much an MP should
be paid - then it would be a REALISTIC wage.
Mr Davies ( in MY opinion ) certainly DOES NOT
deserve ANY rise - HE’S done NOTHING for ME.
Q1 yes Grantham should have a parish or town
council.
Why?because it would give people more of a say
on what percentage and where money should be
allocated e.g potholes,street lighting,litter
bins,safe spaces/well being placed,how to make
the town flourish,wildlife,e.g the table in
Wyndham park are a good idea for community
inclusion and also if someone needs to rest or
just have their lunch.or take a breather many
aspects asking the question.what would help
grantham be a wonderful place which it already
is,but even better so that if visitors also not from
grantham visit they know it for wonderful
attractions as well as essential maintanence of
the town cited above.about 5years ago I had a
man who was a tourist from Japan wanting to
photograph Margaret Thatchers birthplace.also
adult and social care investment.i recently
suggested pool marathon at hunters pool bar to
include everyone .i submitted it to the social
workers on the mental health team.
Q2 yes,great gonerby,londonthorpe and
harrowby without parish,belton and manthorpe
parish to form the parts of new town council
boundary.

Dear
Thank you for taking the time to
respond to the Community
Governance Review Consultation.
Your responses have been noted and
will be included in the report which
will be prepared when the
consultation closes on April 22.
Kind regards

Why?more accurate view of the local area and
inclusivity in decision making and bringing the
community together.
Q3 I don't know.(I'm
and got
confused by this question so said I don't know.
Q4 I ticked they should be absorbed into the
new town council serving Grantham.Why?
It would be a lot simpler I'd imagine as a process
more consistency and inclusivity.
Q5 I put I don't know.but did comment..
Possible warding arrangement according to
house band.though I don't know how it all
works.
Anything else was asked.Q6
As a
id like more education and safe places
and spaces for people with
provisions
they used to have a hospital also respite facilities
and also Grantham people want grantham
hospital.not just a and e but other parts of their
service is important.and it would take pressure
and imbalance off Lincoln and Boston and even
qmc.
I found respite
helpful also policing...a
community police liaison officer who
understands even though
is not a
police issue,better communications would help.
My name is
Lincolnshire.
I submitted this survey as my writing is super
tiny and I'm lefthanded and had previous
so it would be hard to read my writing

21.03.22

everyone tells me and I don't know how to scan
QR.codes.
Thank you for the offering us the opportunity to
respond to the survey regarding a Town Council
for Grantham which arrived through our
letterbox addressed to the Occupier last week.
However, we are two occupiers at our property,
both paying council tax and both on the voters
roll. We would both like to express our opinion
but your form only allows for one person to
reply. As we are unable to complete this form
online, it would have been nice to see room for
more than one person to reply as not all
households may be in agreement and therefore
the whole point of a fair survey becomes null
and void and undemocratic.
Surely whoever is in charge of this project should
have been aware of this lack of democracy and
we draw it to your attention in the hope that the
opinions of our townspeople may be more truly
reflected.
Your response is anticipated.
Two disgruntled townspeople

Dear
Thank you for contacting us about the
Community Governance Review
Consultation. You have queried why
you have only been sent one copy of
the survey as you (and the person you
share a property with) would like the
opportunity to express your views
separately.
Documentation has been sent to each
domestic property in the unparished
area of Grantham and the parishes
that surround it, so that householders
paying council tax in these areas have
the opportunity to participate. This is
because if a new town or parish
council is created for Grantham, there
will be a precept for this for those
living in Grantham on their council tax
bill. If changes are made to parish
boundaries because of a new town
council, it may have an impact on the
precepts of the parishes adjacent.
Council Tax is levied on domestic
properties, not on the people who live
in them. This was the rationale for
sending one copy to each household.
However, we are keen to encourage
people to participate, and to capture
and reflect the differing views that
those living in the same household

may have. If you would like us to send
you another printed copy of the
survey, please supply your contact
details. We can then pop one in the
post to you, so you can both take
part.
Thank you for your comments and
your interest in the consultation.
Kind regards
21.03.22

Good Morning,
I am from the Post room at Lincolnshire County
Council, we received the above attached
document in one of our return envelops, we
believe it was placed in the envelop by mistake.
Could you let us know what you wish us to do
with this.

12.04.22

My understanding is that the County Council and
the District Council administer the area which
includes Grantham.
I see no advantage in a further body
communicating with the District which then
communicates with County.
I say NO! Apart from resulting in extra costs it is
in my opinion unnecessary for yet another group
of people to do what taxpayers could achieve by

Hi
Yes I think you’re right. Someone has
put the Community Governance
Review Survey document in the
wrong envelope.
Would you be able to scan each page
of the survey and email it across to
us?
We can then make sure the response
is included.
Many thanks

strongly communicating matters direct to their
Ward Councillors.

